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Along the Dirty River 
 

The assignment was very clear - “to design their own funeral.” That's how Debra Pinkels described 

it to her freshman English class. The students called her Debra. She wouldn’t respond to anything else, or at 

least not Pinkels. She hated the sound of her last name, said it made her feel old and small with fat ankles. 

Debra had long, wavy brown hair and sometimes wore cowboy boots, but mostly Chuck Taylor 

high tops of various colors, and dresses that dipped beneath her knees. She wanted to know what her students 

liked and disliked. 

They were 14 years young, new to high school, and intimidated by bigger boys sporting mustaches 

and women in miniskirts smoking cigarettes between classes. Debra told the kids still hooked on baseball 

about Sal “The Barber” Maglie’s close shaves. They had never heard of Maglie, but were relieved that 

someone still cared about baseball and so Debra became sort of the older sister they never had. 

She escorted her students to parks, playgrounds, and places few people knew or cared about like 

abandoned boat houses or under bridges beside the Milwaukee River. She didn’t care about hair color or if 

you liked U2 or Jay Z, the Brewers, White Sox, or Cubs.  

               Nicosia struggled to swallow after hearing Debra’s words, “design your own funeral.”  It stirred 

him up and he wasn’t alone. There was all kinds of scurrying in the class. A collective brainstorm ensued, 

from the chemistry of embalming fluid to cremation’s step-by-step process, the digging of graves, prayers 

and poems to be recited, aboveground tombstones, who to invite, not to invite. 

Nicosia slipped quietly to the back of the room and mumbled about the music to be played and 

drinks to be served. He was apparently the only one interested in making his funeral a party, but all that 

changed once he found himself alone. 

Debra dismissed class that day like she always did, a few minutes early, before the buzzer sounded, 

setting students free with the same parting words, “This could be your last day.” But the message carried 

added weight for Nicosia. His back went stiff. He leaned against his locker, and slid slowly to the floor, legs 

stretched out like a patio lounge chair. He just sat there staring into space, sounding out Debra’s parting 

words, soft and slow, stuck in a trance, “This could be your last day. This could be your last day.” 

And when Nicosia got home, he didn’t take off his shoes, didn’t say a word to anyone, didn’t even 

pet his dog. He slipped silently to the basement and stared at his father's baseball statues lined up along the 

bar rail. All of them were Milwaukee Braves - Hank Aaron, Eddie Mathews, Warren Spahn and to Nicosia, it 

looked like a battlefield - of red, white and blue clones. 

There was also a baseball bat in the corner, an Andy Pafko model. He played for the Braves too. 

Nicosia was fed up hearing about players who hadn’t stepped on a baseball diamond in over 40 years. He 

was tempted to pick up the bat and smash all of those statues, but decided not to, for the time being anyway. 

His anger turned to intrigue instead, over a new nick-nack on display. Nicosia’s father often added 

statues, programs, or newspaper clippings to his collection, all of them related to players and teams from the 

1950’s or earlier. Any slice of history turned him on, as long as it was facts, baseball facts; always facts. 

Nicosia sat down at the bar and studied the new nick-nack a little closer, but there wasn’t much to 

see, only a bridge, the kind you might find in a model train set with countryside scenery. Confusion was now 

added to Nicosia’s mental state because the bridge was so out of place in his father’s basement of old 

baseball treasures, every item with an individual name or team affiliation. He thought about the statues again, 

about smashing them, but something else caught his eye – a globe. 

He moved closer and then plucked the planet earth from its metal stand and held it to his chest, like 

a baby hugging a stuffed animal or a swimmer lost at sea, clutching a buoy. He waited a few seconds and 

then dropped it to the floor. It didn’t bounce so he picked it up and flung it against the wall, and then again 

and again, harder and harder each time, until the globe cracked a bit and few wood chunks broke free. He 



tucked the globe under his arm in a headlock position and stomped up the basement steps. He kicked the 

screen door open, and walked to the street. He looked around for a stray juice bottle and found one beside the 

storm drain. He smashed the top of the bottle and then with the heel of his foot easily shattered the bottle’s 

body. Then he sat down and stabbed glass shards from the busted bottle into the globe’s oceans and 

continents. 

Nicosia’s mom and dad were relaxing on the porch, as they always did in the late afternoon, 

rocking back and forth on an old wood swing, metal springs creaking in the daylight, when suddenly; that 

glass bottle exploded. Mom didn't need to know why. She raced down the porch’s wood steps screaming. 

“Don’t worry Nicky! I’ll cook up some oxtail soup and play an old Bessie Smith record.” She 

kneeled down and hugged her boy of 14 who didn’t resist mom’s arms or the name Nicky. She hadn’t called 

him that in years. 

Nicky’s Dad extended his legs and pressed down hard on the porch with his toes, bringing the 

swing to a sudden stop. He sat there a while and stared at his son, and the damaged globe in his lap, at the 

shards of glass shimmering in the sunlight, and his first thought was Pinkels, musta been Debra Pinkels 

inspiring all this riot, but he also felt warm and a smile took shape on his face. He knew about Debra 

Pinkels, had heard stories from neighborhood parents, about their sons and daughters, how some had 

survived her class and some hadn't. 

Nicky’s father let his wife coddle their son a little longer while thinking back on his visit to Nicky’s 

school, to see Debra in person, a few weeks earlier. He could still hear her voice; how she talked and then 

talked some more, so free and easy, about walking to school in any weather, about baseball in Milwaukee, 

the Braves and Brewers and his favorite topic of all, the one that jumpstarted his heart – baseball players 

everyone else had forgotten. She also spoke about her English class and gave a detailed description of each 

assignment, so Nicky’s father had more than a hunch why his son was stabbing shards of glass into the globe. 

Nicky's father reached under the swing for a metal box, the same one he planted a few weeks 

earlier after seeing Debra. He twirled the combination dial clockwise, counter clockwise, and clockwise a 

final time – open sesame. He removed a white envelope and slid it into his coat pocket, took the porch’s 

steps, one cowboy creak at a time and sauntered along the driveway, nice and slow, and as he did, images 

came to his mind, of ancient boys walking along a bed of hot coals, chanting and then heading into the wild 

for their first hunt. He spoke in a clear and calm voice. 

“Nicky, we’re taking a ride tonight.” 

“Don’t drag the boy further down with more of that Aloysius Szymanski. Do you hear me?” 

Nicky’s mom was crying. “Don’t do it. Enough already!” 

Nicky’s dad waved her away with his hands. Szymanski was Hall of Fame outfielder Al Simmons, 

born and raised by Polish immigrants on Milwaukee’s South Side; died and buried there too. Milwaukee 

fathers told sons stories, embellished the Simmon’s legacy, but not Nicky’s dad. He was an engineer, at the 

Jones Island Wastewater Treatment Plant. Numbers and formulas, equations and algorithms were his life. 

The city’s plumbing depended on it. He treated his son the same way, feeding him a steady diet of stats and 

facts, stirring up Nicky’s mom in the process. She preferred “the impossible and heroic,” as the key to 

survival and warned her husband about the prison of numbers, but he never listened, and maybe with good 

reason. The risk was too high. One small lapse in logic and the entire city could become foul, literally, with 

bad smells and sanitary scares bubbling up from every sewer and toilet in town. 

Nicky’s dad reached down and removed the globe from Nicky’s hands, or tried to. Nicky resisted, 

pulling it closer to his chest, forgetting the glass shards, but when one pricked his stomach, he dropped it the 

ground again. His father kneeled down and carefully lifted it up. He kissed his wife of 20 years on the cheek, 

turned, and walked towards his mid-1970’s Plymouth Valiant. Nicky followed, and as he opened the 

passenger door, it banged his knee. He padded himself down, front pockets - left and right, then back 

pockets, followed by coat pockets. He felt around his ankles too, between his socks and skin, but there was 

nothing, not one baseball card, and Nicky needed to have at least a dozen cards with him during times of 

crisis, like he once needed his blue blanket. It was a matter of survival. He raced inside and up the stairs to 

his room and reached under the bed for a stack. He didn’t care what team or league or if they were pitchers 

or batters, just as long as they weren’t players his father talked about. Nicky slipped each card into his palm 

and examined them under the light. He rejected a Johnny Bench and a Jackie Jensen, a Bob Knepper too, and 

all cards from before he was born. He flung them aside, no longer caring where they fell. The remaining ones 



shined and the corners were still sharp, the players still alive and well and most likely listed in that day’s box 

scores – Evan Gattis, Jimmy Nelson, Dee Gordon. Immediately he felt safe, and for the moment, had no 

thoughts about annoying old-timers or his own funeral. He held the cards in his palms like he was getting 

ready to shake dice or pray and walked down stairs, outside to the car. 

They drove south, weaving through Estabrook Park, along the Milwaukee River, nice and slow, just 

the way Nicky’s dad always liked to drive. 

“It was Pinkels, wasn’t it Nicky?” 

“Don’t call her that dad,” said Nicky. “She hates that name, says it makes her feel old. How do you 

know her anyway?” 

Nicky’s dad wanted to tell Nicky everything, about visiting the school, about talking to Debra, 

about her speak easy manner that tickled a side of him he once knew so well, a long time ago, but he 

couldn’t. He was a father and an engineer. He needed to stay grounded and calm. 

And Nicky wanted to tell his dad everything too, about Debra having French Canadian ancestry 

and how her great uncle played on a team of Mohawks in the Quebec Provincial League, but Nicky knew 

better, knew not to talk about long ago baseball occurrences with his father and suffer a dam bursting, 

floodgates flowing, dad waxing on and on about Al Simmons or the Braves, reciting player names and 

birthdates, batting averages, facts. 

So they drove on in silence, each with his own little secret about Debra. They passed the small field 

where Nicky first played Little League baseball. No one was on the diamond, but a shadow stretched from 

left field all the way to the water. 

“We used to go swimming in that river,” his dad said, making sure to never take his eyes off the 

road. “We swam in Lake Michigan too and come to think of it; we went swimming everywhere.” He took a 

deep breath and tapped the accelerator, revving the engine a bit. Nicky knew this to be a sign, of the wheels 

spinning in his dad’s head. He expected some cold hard facts, maybe the PCB levels of the water or how 

much sunlight fish needed to survive. 

“We were never afraid of a little dirty water,” his dad said instead. They came to a stop sign at the 

southern edge of the park. Two kids were walking beside the huge, skyscraper-high, TV antennae of Channel 

6. One kid had a glove at his side and the other a bat. “And I bet Al Simmons wasn’t afraid of any dirty water 

either,” his dad continued. “He used a big bat, size of an oar, some said, the biggest bat in baseball.” 

Nicky had never heard his dad use the word “bet” or “some said.” He was not a gambling man. He 

dealt in facts, not speculation and superlatives. Nicky had learned all about Aloysius Szymanski from his 

dad, about how he changed his last name to that of a Hardware store - Simmons - because so many people 

mispronounced Szymanski. Fact. He learned the origins of his nickname – “Bucketfoot Al” – because 

Simmons stepped towards third base, in the bucket, like just about every coach in the world instructed kids 

not to do. Fact. And Nicky learned numbers, learned them like lullabies. He had no choice. Facts and stats 

were his bed time stories, had been since the diaper days – the 2,927 career hits, 100 or more RBI’s 11 years 

in a row, 307 home runs, bats right, throws right, left fielder, 190 pounds, facts and stats. That’s all Nicky 

ever heard. But on this day something was different, something not so robotic about his dad. 

 “Al Simmons wouldn’t back down from anything or anyone,” Nicky’s dad continued, “Not even a 

sabre-toothed tiger, if one happened to barrel his way. And with that long bat, he could reach any pitch, hit to 

all fields. Didn’t strike out much either.” 

Nicky wasn't surprised to hear his father babble on and on about Al Simmons, but so animated and 

wild? A sabre toothed tiger? Well, it made the old geezer Simmons sound kind of interesting, but Nicky 

figured he’d better not say anything, not out loud anyway, not in recognition of a fogey fart of a baseball 

player. He couldn’t go against his own code of only praising players he had seen with his eyes – like Todd 

Helton and Ken Griffey Jr. They would always be the greatest. They had to be. 

Nicky typically ignored his dad when he drove him somewhere, focused on the car’s motor instead. 

The bass beat drowned out his monotone voice, made him more tolerable. But today Nicky needed a 

distraction to keep the funeral assignment out of his head. The motor wasn’t enough; and he was in luck. He 

was curious. Hard to admit, but he wondered what the hell his dad might say next. 

They neared Wisconsin Avenue and Nicky recognized the spot where Milwaukee’s three rivers 

converged and emptied into Lake Michigan. They had never gone past that point, not during one of their 

drives, but Nicky’s dad pressed the accelerator and gushed on, with strokes wilder and more outlandish than 



before. 

“There were so many critics,” Nicky’s dad declared, “And yet, none of it slowed down Simmons. 

I’ve never told you this Nicky. Come to think of it, I've never told anyone, not even your mother, but I 

sometimes see Simmons. He’s out there building a wood raft with his bare hands, and seeing him makes me 

feel stronger. They said he was faint of heart, a yellow belly, afraid of inside pitches. They said he was lucky 

to play at hitter-friendly Shibe Park in Philadelphia, surrounded by all those all-stars. But I see Simmons in 

wind and rain, paddling Milwaukee’s waters, no matter what Nicky.” He paused for a few seconds, eyes still 

glued to the road, and reached out, touched his son’s shoulder, repeated the words “no matter what Nicky” 

and then whispered, “But don’t tell anyone about this.” 

Nicky banged his forehead gently against the dashboard out of disbelief, 1-2-3 times, his father 

sounding more like a palm reader than an engineer. He was excited by the change and kind of relieved, like it 

was the starting gun of summer vacation and he had forever to do whatever he wanted. 

“You never even saw him play!” Nicky screamed. “And anyway, there were no 103-mph Aroldis 

Chapmans or Clayton Kershaw curves back then!” 

The plan was working. Nicky’s dad was glad to hear his son speak, glad his monologue was turning 

into dialogue and debate. 

“No one could hit like Aloysius Szymanski,” he said. “I can see him right now, standing so 

unorthodox from the ho-hum right side of the plate, ax on shoulder, ready to hit anything.” Nicky’s dad 

added a lilt to every syllable, determined to keep the dialogue spicy, keep the rally going. “As far as I’m 

concerned,” he continued, “Not even Ty Cobb or Joe Jackson or any of those left-handed hitting lightning 

bolts that everyone believed to be so divine, none of them could hit like Simmons.” 

“I bet he wouldn’t even hit .300 today.” Nicky put his arm out the window, and reached down, 

tapped the side of the car, like it was a horse and under his control. 

The car soon slowed to a gravel crunch stop, beside a sign in Easter egg blue letters - St. Adalbert’s, 

3801 S. 6th Street. Nicky’s dad then announced in that old and far more familiar robotic monotone of his. 

“Onward to Section 17, Block 7, Lot 1 NE 1/4, Grave 1.” 

When they arrived, Nicky's dad reached into his coat pocket, removed the white envelope, and 

handed it to Nicky who held it in his hands, staring, not saying a word, wondering if his father had had this 

planned all along – the envelope, trip to the cemetery. He turned around 180 degrees and snuck a quick peak 

at the globe in the back seat, and the memory of the funeral assignment returned again like a red moon 

inching its way into the sky, into Nicky’s mind, and he knew somehow that this moon would return time and 

time again. He turned back quickly to face the front and stared, eyes stuck on the envelope in his hands, 

unable to look at his father. He rolled up the window. 

“Go and place it on the marble over there.” His dad pointed towards a reddish-brown tombstone, 

situated between two well-manicured bushes. 

“For what?” Nicky asked, his eyes still on the envelope. “Why don’t you do it?”  Nicky reached 

into his coat pocket and felt around for his baseball cards like a cowboy might do in search of his gun and 

when he found them, he felt safe and strong, confident. He let out an exaggerated sigh of disgust, a pffffffff 

through his lips, towards his father. He stepped out of the car and walked with envelope in hand towards the 

tombstone and the name – SZYMANSKI. There was more to read, but the sound of tires crunching over 

gravel distracted Nicky and he turned around. His dad was driving away! Nicky reached out his arms and 

ran, but it was too late. The car chugged along the paved path. He opened his palms in a beggar’s pose and 

shrugged his shoulders, but the car rolled on, gradually getting smaller and smaller. Nicky started to flip his 

dad the middle finger, but quickly slipped his hands in his pockets instead, and as he did, the envelope fell to 

the ground. He felt guilty and he didn’t know why. Maybe because he was alone? 

Nicky kicked the grass, digging up enough dirt to make a divot. He kicked some more and felt like 

a manager spraying infield dust on umpire pants. He stepped on the cement and paced through wet leaves, 

stuck to the ground now, no longer able to swirl in corners or be crunched under foot. The air smelled like 

cranberries. The clouds felt lower and looked purple and bruised. The ice cream truck and its pre-recorded 

jingle had come and gone, and so had summer. 

He reached down, picked up the envelope and inserted his finger under the flap, no longer able to 

resist. There was nothing inside, absolutely nothing. He had been duped by his father and abandoned, left all 

alone, in a cemetery, beside a tombstone and the name, SZYMANSKI. 



Nicky was scared. He wanted to be in his bedroom, under the covers, thinking about the Brewers, 

but he couldn't, so he read some more of the writing on the tombstone. Two stalks of dried wheat were 

engraved along the tombstone’s top, looking like bookends, and in between them were a religious cross and a 

sketch of a human face. Underneath were the words - Baseball Immortal, Born in Milwaukee, Major League 

1924-1944, Elected Hall of Fame 1953, Lifetime Batting Average, .334 followed by a name - Al Simmons 

and his birth name below that - Aloysius Harry Szymanski with 1902-1956 at the bottom. Nicky placed the 

empty envelope on the tombstone and had no idea what to do next. 

He couldn’t remember the route his father had taken. The cemetery was big and it was getting dark. 

The funeral assignment flashed in his mind again. He felt colder. He looked for a recognizable landmark, a 

way out, but there were only tombstones dotting the hillside, one after another and the eerie sound of trees 

creaking. His mind drifted, first towards that name – SZYMANSKI – in big block letters, and then to 

something more familiar but very annoying – the sound of his father’s robotic voice, initially about Al 

Simmons wanting to play for the New York Giants and John McGraw, then the voice softening and the 

subject changing to the Philadelphia Athletics and Simmons banging out 23 World Series hits and 6 home 

runs. Other voices followed and they were all Nicky’s father, about so many subjects, baseball subjects, and 

not just Al Simmons. There was stuff about the Milwaukee Braves, but now Nicky needed to hear it. He 

surrendered, let the information flow in....Lew Burdette, 27 innings pitched in the 1957 Series and a 

miniscule two earned runs allowed, a 3-0 record against those damn New York Yankees. He felt it like a 

monk and was no longer ashamed to speak and so he did, repeating the stat line out loud, for all the trees and 

wind to hear. 

He walked in circles beside the Simmons tomb. He could see passing cars outside the cemetery, 

their headlights spraying beams into the dark. Nicky thought about his father, so dependent on facts all of 

Nicky's life and then so suddenly, during their drive, slipping to the other side, as if under a spell, with his 

vision of Simmons building a raft with his bare hands? 

Moonlight poured down on the cemetery. It had been since Nicky arrived, but he only noticed it 

now. He stretched his arms out, one east, one west, inhaled and slowly exhaled, hoping to see his own breath, 

as fog, but it wasn't that cold. He laughed, and as he did the memory of his father returned, this time not his 

voice, but his image, and Nicky forgave him without really knowing what he was forgiving him for. 

A horn honking in the distance brought Nicky back. He opened his eyes and felt lightheaded, but 

not in a dizzy way, more like something had been released, set free from inside him. He noticed a small pile 

beside the tomb, maybe of crumpled up clothes, but there was also a rustling sound in the grass and 

something or someone sprung up real fast, into the lotus position. Nicky wasn't sure if it was real. 

“Is it morning or evening and who are you?” a voice asked. “You’re here to see Bucketfoot Al, 

aren’t you? But why so late? Oh, it doesn’t matter. He was born May 22, a Gemini – one foot in, one foot out 

– the sun and moon share the same sky. Come along. You can call me, let’s see, how about Raymond. Yes, 

Raymond.” 

Bucketfoot Al was, of course, Aloysius Szymanski - Al Simmons. That Nicky knew all too well, 

but whatever else this vagabond or vapor called Raymond was talking about – the moon and sun and Gemini 

and what not – that Nicky did not understand. But it didn’t matter. Raymond smiled and laughed a lot and he 

began to hum a happy tune. Something smelled like blueberry pie too. 

“All these tombstones sit like obedient trees,” said Raymond, “Quiet like grass. I love it here, sleep 

wherever I want, feel like a pilgrim or immigrant in a new found land.  And what’s the first thing people do 

when they come to a new country?” he asked. 

Nicky was still catching his breath, still in shock from the presence of Raymond. Sleeping beside 

the tomb of Al Simmons one second and so alive the next. He shrugged his shoulders. 

“They come here,” answered Raymond, “To a cemetery and secure a permanent place for their 

elders, a place forever and ever.  These new immigrants accept death as part of the deal and handcuffs slip 

away. They live in their new found land.” 

Raymond stretched out his left leg, angled it west, and tapped the grass with his toes. He wore no 

shoes. “In the bucket,” he sang, “Like a stray clock hand, a drunk construction crane.” He brought his hands 

together and simulated a swing, from the right side of the plate, adding a little play-by-play, “Bottle rocket to 

the gap, a sizzling Simmons standing at second base, with yet another double.” 

“I call it the Bucketfoot Dance of Joy,” said Raymond. “You like it? He played here too, on this 



very Milwaukee soil, for the Brewers in the American Association. Seven teams in all, 20 years, but never 

the Pirates and he shoulda been a Pirate because he was a Pirate, through and through, always with a sword, 

always ready to fight.” 

Raymond’s eyes darted up and down and all around, scanning the tombstones, stopping on Al 

Simmons and then at Nicky. “The kind of hitter,” he continued, “The kind of person who could survive 

anything.” 

Raymond gathered up his few belongings and hopped onto the pavement, and began to wind his 

way through the cemetery, skipping, stopping every so often when he reached the chorus of whatever song 

he was whistling. Nicky followed. 

The autumn breeze raced up Nicky’s pant legs, a cold breeze, but he felt warm, his mind suddenly 

full of never-before-asked questions. Why did Simmons stop at 2,927 hits and where did the minor league 

Brewers play and did Al Simmons live at home when he played in Milwaukee? 

Raymond slowed to a walk, then a tiptoe, and then nothing. They had arrived at the beginning, at 

the St. Adalbert’s Easter egg blue sign, the gates. 

“Always an entrance, always an exit,” said Raymond.  He patted Nicky on the shoulder and pushed 

him softly, but hard enough that Nicky lost his balance, feet shuffling forward, to the other side of the 

cemetery gate and when Nicky turned around, Raymond was gone as quickly as he had appeared. Did that 

really just happen? Nicky wondered. He wasn’t sure, but he didn’t care. It didn’t matter. Real or imaginary, 

flesh or ghost, Raymond was a gift, and would forever be stuck inside his head, a voice and reminder, a beam 

of light, a key to the museum of baseball lore, a brush with immortality, a Bucketfoot Dance of Joy. There 

would be more storms, more red moons rising in his mind, but Nicky fixed Raymond’s memory securely in 

his heart and mind against an undefined future, to be activated as needed like a life jacket or a parachute. 

He was back to where traffic lights changed colors and he remembered that his father had 

abandoned him, but now it didn't seem so criminal anymore. Nicky looked north, expecting to see darkness, 

but instead were the lit-up faces of the Alan Bradley Clock. It was the largest four-sided clock in the world. 

Nicky’s dad had told him about boats lost on Lake Michigan relying on that clock, like a lighthouse. 

The giant clock had no roman numerals on it, no numbers at all, only triangles to mark the minutes 

and hours. It was eight o’clock on the dot, or maybe twenty minutes to twelve? Nicky didn’t know and found 

he wasn’t even sure what season it was – autumn or spring? But a cold breeze took away that freedom and 

thoughts of school the next day and the funeral assignment preoccupied him again. He reached into his coat 

pocket for the stack of baseball cards, his hands shaking a bit, from the wind. It was definitely autumn. He 

slid the cards in his hand, one after another – Brian Downing, Jay Buhner, George Springer...... He flipped 

over a card and the numbers were like stars to a Nomad lost in the desert. He pretended one of the cards was 

Waite Hoyt, the pitcher his dad had told him about, nicknamed Schoolboy Wonder and the Merry Mortician. 

Nicky never cared before, but now he wanted to know how this player came to have two nicknames, one so 

different than the other. The next card he pretended was Sam Jethro and then Cy Block. The names began to 

pour from Nicky’s mind by themselves. He spoke them out loud and like an internal GPS, they seemed to 

lead him home. Some of the names he didn’t even recognize. It was like speaking in baseball tongues - Zack 

Wheat, Jim Konstanty, Dusty Rhodes. 

Nicky reached the Milwaukee River and looked at his own reflection. The water rippled a bit and 

Nicky’s reflection rippled too. His face morphed into pitcher and batter, old and new, one baseball card mug 

shot after another flashing in the water, and Nicky no longer cared, or for the first time in his life, he really 

did care. He felt like he was a part of something bigger, bigger than his fears. He looked up at the sky, 

beautiful black and infinite, and back at the water, beautiful black and infinite too and he imagined Al 

Simmons submerged in that cold, dirty water, simulating the swing of a baseball bat with....Nicky whispered 

out loud, “an abandoned broom.” 

He held one more card in his hand and imagined this one to be Al Simmons. He tapped the corners 

with his fingertips, raised it up towards the moonlight and performed another Bucketfoot Dance of Joy. 

The wind was trying to free a few remaining leaves from branches, but they wouldn’t budge. Nicky 

noticed halos around street lamps, heard car tires swishing over pavement. He turned and looked back, at the 

four-sided Allen Bradley Clock, now in the southern sky. It looked small and blurry like it was melting. He 

thought about the day and how it had all started, about the assignment he had to complete, and for the first 

time since hearing those words - your own funeral - Nicky did not feel panic. He took a deep breath and 



thought about Debra. He looked up at the moon. It was somewhere between half and full. 

My own funeral, Nicky wondered. Should I include that short video of me in the little league 

uniform? The one of me hitting a home run? But it wasn't even over the fence, just a line drive single, 

misjudged by the center fielder. The ball rolled. I ran. Big deal. Maybe I could write something instead and 

leave it like a eulogy or thank you letter for the class to read? After all, it is an English class. That would 

impress Debra, probably get me an A, but then the other kids would think I was kissing her ass. Or I know, I 

could leave passes to the zoo as a gift, a group outing, walking among the animals, or better yet, tickets to a 

Brewers game. But what if I die in winter? 

Nicky wasn't sure, but the assignment wasn’t due until tomorrow, not for 18 hours. He had time. He 

found himself in front of his house. He walked down the driveway and felt handcuffs slipping away. He took 

the steps in one brave leap. Nicky knew the red moon would rise again, but he sat down on the swing and 

pushed off the patio anyway, swaying back and forth, metal springs creaking in the night. 


